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Marker commentary 

For Excellence, candidates need to evaluate Visual Arts processes and conventions, to inform their own art-
making. This involves refining a range of processes, materials, and techniques through iteration, and 
selecting and reflecting on experimental work to advance an art-making intention. 

This submission has been verified at the lower end of the Excellence grade range at Level 6 of the New 
Zealand Curriculum, fulfilling the criteria for Excellence by: 

• experimenting and rapidly honing their grasp of processes informed by established practice 

• making media and process choices for subsequent works based on explorations to refine art-making 
intentions; the candidate annotates these choices, but they are evident visually in the work 

• revisiting and refining processes in later sequences of the investigation 

• developing compositional ideas while introducing own subject matter early in the submission, 
allowing for greater reflection and refinement in the latter part of the submission 

• undertaking a set of compositional sketches and media studies in each section to refine their 
intention, supporting reflection in later work 

• building on the outcomes of later explorations, this submission refines its intention from a character 
in an environment proposition to an abstracted and surreal sequence, culminating in a pop art and 
design-influenced proposition dealing with a political concept. 

To be placed securely within the Excellence grade range, the candidate could explore additional media 
processes, honing skills to amplify the strong conceptual intention. This could incorporate digital processes. 
Additionally, the candidate could edit some of the extensive annotation and biographical detail of 
established artists from the submission (page 6), as most elements contributing to the candidate's 
achievement level are evident in the practical work. 

 

 




